Mid-Course Process Check

1. The *pace* of the course so far has been:

   1  2  3  4  5
   Way too slow    Too slow    Just Right    Too fast    Way too fast

2. The *clarity* of instruction so far has been:

   1  2  3  4  5
   Totally unclear Somewhat unclear Mostly clear Very clear Extremely clear

3. How *interesting* have you found the course to be so far:

   1  2  3  4  5
   Totally uninteresting Mostly uninteresting Somewhat interesting Very interesting Extremely interesting

4. How *useful* have you found the content of the course to be so far:

   1  2  3  4  5
   Useless Not very useful Somewhat useful Very useful Extremely useful

5. What is the *most significant thing* you have learned from the course so far?

6. What have you *liked best* about the course so far?

7. What *specific change(s)* could your instructor make to improve your learning in this class?

8. Other *comments, or suggestions* for improving low ratings above: